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The housefly in Egypt had passed the stage of being a nuisance and had
become a dangerous menace to human health. During the cholera epidemic
of 1947, the Ministry of Health organized an antifly campaign as an impor-
tant part of its programme for controlling the disease. Since then, due
attention has been paid to the importance of more fundamental studies
on the problem of ffies, of which the estimation of the fly-population
density is a prime consideration.

1. Methods of Estimating Housefly-Population Densities

With the advent of DDT and other newer insecticides, the control
of houseflies and other pests has been revolutionized. For the successful
evaluation of such insecticides, it has been necessary to devise an adequate
method of sampling the density of housefly populations. The variability
of the adult habitats and the nature of their congregations make the stan-
dardization of adequate and suitable sampling for statistical analysis
practically impossible.

1.1 " Fly-grid " method
Scudder 3 devised a new technique for sampling housefly populations

by means of what he called the " fly grill ". The grill, which is made of
wooden strips and which neither attracts nor repels flies, is placed at a
point where flies are concentrated ; the flies which collect on the grill
can then be counted. Scudder's technique was adopted in Egypt at the time
of the cholera epidemic of 1947, when DDT formulations were used
extensively to control houseflies.

Certain modifications of the original technique were introduced by
workers in this department. Of these we may mention the following:
(the name " fly grill " was changed to " fly grid ".)

(1) Establishment of a certain number of stations in which three grid
counts are made at one placement. The stations were chosen, after initial
search for places with maximum concentrations of flies, and they were
never changed.
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(2) Introduction of outdoor and indoor a;ounts to be made at nearly
the same time in each station.

(3) Use of a grid of one size, 80 cmx 80 cm (15 strips), for outdoor
and indoor counts (fig. 1).

FIG. 1. THE " FLY-GRID "

(4) Search in each station for the maximum concentrations of ffies
within a radius of 5 yards (4.57 metres) from the centre of the station.

(5) Averaging the three counts of each grid placement to give an index,
and obtaining from the averages a mean to represent an index figure of the
fly population of a certain locality.

(6) Daily counts at hourly intervals.
On revising the data obtained from the modified technique, we noted

that this system was not satisfactory because it contradicted Scudder's
fundamental theory and implied random sampling rather than sampling
concentrations of ffies. Fixing permanent stations of a limited space fails
to illustrate the general fly population of a certain locality. Some of these
stations may lose their attractiveness, thus giving very low counts, while
obvious increases in concentrations of ffies can easily be seen in other
parts of the village. This is very important in the evaluation of fly-control
measures. For reasons stated above we established, in most of our centres,
new zones, such as lanes and squares, in which the inspector looks for the
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maximum concentrations of flies where grid counts should be taken, as
Scudder originally proposed. For indoor readings, too, the search covers
the whole house until a higher count is obtained. The choice of such zones
was also based on our initial observations of places in which flies tend to
congregate, and a continuous search is being made in order to replace any
station which may lose its attractiveness.

For obtaining an index, the highest figure of three counts at each grid
placement is always considered, and from these maxima the mean (i.e.,
the index) is obtained. In order to compare the results obtained with the
modified Scudder technique and with our present system,. we decided to
use both in one village, Talbia (Giza province). The results are illustrated
in fig. 2, from which it appears that our present system, which is based on

FIG. 2. WEEKLY GRID INDICES OF FLY POPULATION AT TALBIA,
MARCH-DECEMBER 1949, SHOWING THE RESULTS OBTAINED BY

(a) THE MODIFIED SCUDDER TECHNIQUE, AND (b) THE PRESENT SYSTEM
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A = Modified Scudder technique
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searching for concentrations, gives higher counts. This, as has already
been advanced, is extremely advantageous in the evaluation of control
measures, since the other system is much less sensitive.

As regards time of observations, we find that three daily readings
taken at different hours, such as 9-10 a.m., 12-1 p.m., and 3-4 p.m., can
represent the diurnal variation satisfactorily. Consecutive counts made
at short intervals (10.30-11.30 a.m. and 12-1 p.m.) showed very small
variation (fig. 3).
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FIG. 3. WEEKLY GRID INDICES OF FLY POPULATION AT ABUL NOMROS,
APRIL-AUGUST 1949, SHOWING RESULTS OF CONSECUTIVE COUNTS AT SHORT

INTERVALS
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The question of the relation between the number of grid placements
and the size of the locality is yet unsolved. Scudder himself did not indicate
the number of placements from which he always selected a constant number
of counts to produce an index for a certain area. For rural areas, however,
we were able to evolve an arbitrary system for deciding the number of grid
placements. This was based on the total number of houses in a village, the
rate being 10-15 grid placements for the first 1,000 houses, or less, and five
additional placements for every 1,000 houses thereafter. This classification
is not absolutely rigid since it was found that the number of grid placements
in some cases was not correlated with the size of the locality. This became
apparent in large villages and cities where attractive foci are concentrated
at only a few centres.

Regarding the efficiency of the grid method, it should be noted that no
claim is made to absolute accuracy in our estimates produced by this
method, in which a personal factor is involved, i.e., the honesty and effi-
ciency of the inspectors who count the flies on the grid. Even with well-
trained persons, counts sometimes vary greatly. In our opinion, these
estimates have no statistical significance apart from providing a general
comparison of the relative abundance of the fly population of a certain
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locality throughout the year. In the same way, fluctuations in fly density
during treatment campaigns can be studied (fig. 4).

FIG. 4. WEEKLY GRID INDICES OF FLY POPULATION AT TALBIA, KONAYESA,
AND TERSA, MARCH-DECEMBER 1949. SHOWING THE EFFECT OF TREATMENT

WITH INSECTICIDES

A = Talbia
B = Konayesa
C = Tersa
* = Wall-spraying with 7.5% DDT emulsion

= Treatment of breeding places with gammexane dust (4% BHC)
* = Wall-spraying with gammexane suspension

1.2 Other methods

As regards other methods used in determining the density of fly popula-
tion, reference may be made to our experience with tanglefoot paper and
bait-traps. In view of the fact that ffies tend to rest on hanging cords,
wires, frames, etc., we tried suspending tanglefoot paper in the same manner,
but catches obtained from this paper did not give a good representation
of the circulating population. Even when the tanglefoot paper was placed
in fly concentrations, only odd numbers were caught. We placed strips
of tanglefoot paper on the fly grid. We also tried placing small portions of
putrefied chicken entrails and bits of feathers on glazed tiles which were
smeared with tanglefoot, but catches were representative of the circulating
population only when these tiles were placed near concentrations found
in shade.
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Trials with bait-traps were carried out by previous workers in this depart-
ment, who reported the following difficulties:

(1) knocking-down of traps by wind or children;
(2) removal of bait by cats and dogs;
(3) rapid desiccation of bait;
(4) difficulty of supplying the traps with bait of uniform attractiveness.
To overcome the first three difficulties, certain modifications were

introduced into the construction of the original trap (fig. 5). In the old trap,

ORIGINAL
FIG., 5. THE BAIT-TRAPS

MODIFIED

A - Wire gauze chamber
B - Zinc chamber

C - Cone of wire oauze
D - Tray carrying alt

E - Base of the trap
F - Fish bait on the ground
G - Ground

the bait was placed on the ground, which caused unduly rapid desiccation.
By placing the bait on a circular tray, it can be kept moist for longer
periods. Moreover, the trap is fitted with a bottom which carries the tray.
Immediately above the bottom there is a circular slot which serves as a
fly passage and through which the tray is introduced. The width of this
circular slot is about 2 cm, a space which does not permit the inter-
ference of cats and dogs. The new trap has been designed to be fixed into
the ground in order to avoid removal by the wind or children.
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To supply the traps with bait of uniform attractiveness, a large stock of
well-putrefied fish sufficient to service the traps for several weeks was
maintained; but it was discovered later that, as decomposition advanced,

FIG. 6. WEEKLY BAIT-TRAP INDICES OF FLY POPULATION AT CAIRO
SEWAGE FARM, GABAL ASFAR, MAY-DECEMBER 1949, SHOWING THE

EFFECT OF TREATMENT WITH INSECTICIDES
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O = New supply of putrefied fish
* = Wall-spraying with 5% DDT emulsion
v = Treatment with 4% chlordane solution in kerosene

the number of flies caught decreased. In view of this, a weekly supply of
fish had to be added a day or two before operation (fig. 6). It should be
emphasized that the choice of fish as bait was based on previous trials
with several other baits; it was found that fish could compete with human
faeces, which are also highly attractive to flies. It is hoped, however, that,
through further investigation, a technique for producing a bait of uniform
attractiveness may be devised.

2. Preliminary Results of Estimations of Housefly Population
From our grid counts in rural areas (Giza province) (fig. 7 and 8), it appears

that there was a marked rise in the fly population starting about the middle
7
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of April. From the end of May there was a steady decline until the middle
of August when the population started to increase again, forming an
autumn peak.

The low population of midsummer was generally observed in rural
areas where natural manure (a favourable breeding medium) is rapidly
consumed in fertilizing summer crops, such as maize. Thus it may be

FIG. 7. WEEKLY GRID INDICES OF FLY POPULATION AT TALBIA,
MARCH-DECEMBER 1949, SHOWING INDOOR AND OUTDOOR COUNTS

A = Indoor counts
B = Outdoor counts

possible to assume that, apart from the probable effect of heat, the reduction
in the fly population in summer may be correlated with the reduction of
this favourable breeding medium. Our survey of breeding places in
Konayesa (Giza province) revealed the following variations in the number
of manure heaps: June, 352 ; July, 159 ; August, 272 ; September, 351.

As regards the influence of heat on summer populations of ffies, we
tend to believe that it affects the immature stages rather than the adult
insects and that this effect is indirect in that it causes rapid desiccation of
the breeding media.

According to our survey of breeding places in rural areas, the amount
of positive breeding media in July and August was much lower than that
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of June (table I). Fly populations in summer are subject to various changes,
not least of which are prolonged heat waves when the large concentrations
of flies are to be found indoors. As shown in fig. 7, the outdoor population
started to decline about the last week in May, while the indoor population

FIG. 8. WEEKLY GRID INDICES OF FLY POPULATION AT TALBIA,
MARCH-DECEMBER 1949. SHOWING COUNTS AT DIFFERENT HOURS

A = Counts made between 9 and 10 a.m.
B Counts made between 12 and 1 p.m.
C = Counts made between 3 and 4 p.m.

remained higher. With the advent of the cooler weather of autumn, another
inversion was noted, giving higher counts outdoors again.

As illustrated in fig. 8, in Talbia the summer afternoon populations
were the lowest. This observation was again confirmed by our fly counts
in the Arab district of Port Said (fig. 9). According to our experience, in
summer ffies tend to shelter on foliage during the hottest hours of the day
and from sunset onwards.

Fly populations at coastal areas in the northern part of the country,
such as Port Said, seem to be dense throughout the summer. In urban
districts where suitable breeding media are always available, ffies also
seem to remain relatively thick throughout the hot season. All these
observations, however, need further confirmation.
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TABLE I. RESULTS OF EXAMINATION OF POSSIBLE BREEDING PLACES
FOR FLIES IN TALBIA, JUNE-OCTOBER 1949

Percentage of breeding places found positive in

3. Trials of Housefly Control in Egypt

In Egypt, the presence and access of various fly-breeding media, together
with inadequate application of sanitary measures, are the main causes of
the extreme abundance of housefly populations. Almost any place in an

Egyptian village could be a potential breeding place for flies: manure

heaps, animal sheds, and latrines are the principal breeding places in villages;
garbage is the most common source in towns, though in slum districts
animal sheds and stables, and poor sanitation also provide fertile breeding
media.

It is commonly accepted that the effective control of houseflies is depen-
dent on the proper application of preventive measures. By preventive
measures we mean the proper storage of manure, prompt disposal of
garbage and other breeding media, and, in general, the adequate application
of principles of sanitation. Unfortunately, in our country the proper
application of sanitary measures is slowed down by many local difficulties.
Therefore, we are forced at present to accept conditions as they are and
to resort to chemical control extensively as the quickest relief from these
pests.

We have utilized DDT formulations as residual sprays on walls inside
houses and other buildings, but we have not found this method of control
satisfactory. DDT formulations were also tried in two of our experimental
centres and proved unsuccessful.

One of our experimental centres was Tersa (Giza province), a village
of about 600 houses built of mud bricks. The whole village was spray-
painted, about the first week in July 1949, with a 7.5% DDT emulsion
at a rate of 3 g per square metre applied on walls from the inside only.

manure ~~~stables, fowfuemanure latrines pigsties, pens garbage cafeheaps ~~~~~etc. pn ae

66 63 64 31 30 87

16 49 38 28 23 66

50 21 40 12 27 64

33 30 19 11 22 37

48 31 33 3 27 51
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With this residual spray it was hoped that the insecticide would remain
effective for at least 8 to 10 weeks, thus depressing or retarding the autumn
peak. But the fly population of
Tersa, like that of untreated
villages (see above), started to
increase again from the middle
of August (fig. 4). This indi-
cates that the effect of the DDT
residual spray probably did not
last for more than 6 weeks, and
it might have been less.
The other experimental centre

was the Cairo sewage farm at
Gabal Asfar, where, about the
middle of July 1949, the stony
walls of the area were spray-
painted with 5% DDT emulsion
at a rate of 2 g per square metre.
Only minor reduction resulted
(fig. 6), and this was further evi-
denced by complaints which we
received from the farm author-
ities, who indicated that flies
were still abundant after the
treatment. It must be emphasized
here that the principal breeding
media in that locality are the
drying beds where sludge is
exposed to natural drying. Lar-
vae can easily be destroyed in
these beds by periodical flood-
ing. According to our observa-
tions in June and July, the
flooding operations were not
well attended to, and flies bred
there prolifically. Later, more
care was given to the flooding,
and consequently lower popu-
lation was noted in August and
September.

FIG. 9. WEEKLY GRID INDICES OF
FLY POPULATION AT PORT SAID

(ARAB DISTRICT), JULY-DECEMBER 1949,
SHOWING COUNTS AT DIFFERENT HOURS
AND THE EFFECT OF TREATMENT

WITH GAMMEXANE

30 n US p6 3 r 42 441 46 401 .50
JULYI AUGUST PT. OCT. NOV DEC.

Counts made between 9 and 10 a.m.
Counts made between 12 and 1 p.m.
Counts made between 3 and 4 p.m.
Treatment of breeding places with
gammexane dusts (4% and 20% BHC)

The failure of DDT residual sprays may, in our opinion, be attributable
to three main factors:

(1) the presence of DDT-resistant strains;

I
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(2) the inability of residual films to cope with the dense populations
produced by potential breeding places;

(3) Musca domestica vicina seems to have different habits in Egypt
from elsewhere.
We have noted from repeated observations that the fly in its daily activities
shows a marked preference for horizontal surfaces and that the number
of ffies which contact walls is almost negligible. According to a few observa-
tions, we tentatively assume that the preferential resting and sheltering
place in summer is foliage.

On account of what has been mentioned about the fly preference for
horizontal surfaces, we may suggest that controlling flies with residual
sprays might prove successful if insecticides which have fumigant action,
such as benzene hexachloride (BHC) or chlordane, were used. However,
these insecticides are no more effective than DDT in heavily infested
areas. This came to our notice at the Cairo sewage farms, where a 4%
kerosene solution of chlordane applied about the end of September 1949
was ineffective (fig. 6).

Our experience with BHC is illustrated in fig. 4 and 10. The first
experiment was made about the second week in June 1949, at Inshas farms
(Sharkia province), which is a typical rural area with a moderate fly popula-
tion. The stone houses of that area were painted with a 6% suspension
of BHC in water at a rate of 40 ml per square metre. (The suspension was
prepared from a wettable powder containing 6.5 % gamma-isomer.) A
considerable reduction of the fly population was noted immediately after
treatment (fig. 10). The population remained low throughout the summer,
but this may be attributable to the use of natural manure on summer crops,
as mentioned above. Therefore, the actual residual effect of BHC spray
in Inshas could not be exactly traced ; however, the retardation of the
autumn peak provides a very interesting observation which may be compared
with our experiment with DDT residual spray in Tersa (page 630). Later, a
second experiment was made in Tersa with the same 6 % suspension of
BHC sprayed on walls about the end of September 1949. As illustrated in
fig. 4, this treatment was effective in depressing the autumn peak, and its
effect lasted for about six weeks.

Due attention was paid to treatment of fly-breeding places with insec-
ticides. By treatment of breeding places we mean covering the surface of
the breeding medium with a thin layer of the insecticide. This ensures
successful destruction of gravid females, but killing of larvae is fortuitous
since it only happens when the insecticide gets into cracks and crevices of
the breeding medium. Treatment of the breeding places alone was tried in
a village in Giza province, Konayesa, and again in Port Said, accompanied
in the latter by direct attacks on adult ffies by means of ground fogging and
DDT solutions with pyretbrum. Gammexane dusts were the only available
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FIG. 10. WEEKLY BAIT-TRAP INDICES OF FLY POPULATION AT INSHAS FARMS,
MAY-DECEMBER 1949, SHOWING THE EFFECT OF TREATMENT WITH GAMMEXANE

FLY INDEX FLY INDEX

O = New supply of putrefled fish
* = Treatment of houses with gammexane (6% BHC)

material at the outset of this investigation. In Konayesa (fig. 4), dusting of
actual and potential breeding places was carried out at weekly intervals,
from 26 May 1949 until the second week in August, with gammexane dust
containing 4 % BHC (0.5 % gamma-isomer). The arrangements of weekly
application of gammexane dust in Konayesa were based on our estimates of
the population after the first, second, and third treatments, when the
population started to build up towards the end of the week following every
treatment. It is surprising that gammexane dusts in Konayesa, which were
applied during the autumn, did not show an appreciable effect on fly popula-
tions, while in the spring the effect was markedly evident.

In Port Said, too, all breeding places were treated with gammexane
dusts containing 4% and 20% BHC. (Owing to local difficulties, dusting
was carried out at nearly monthly intervals.) As a result of these control
operations in Port Said, counts of the week following the first treatment
revealed considerable reduction in the fly population (fig. 9). This reduction
amounted to 69 %, 85 %, and 98 % of the original population. For main-
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taining such a low level, the same control measures should have been
repeated periodically every 10 to 15 days. The sudden rise ofthe fly popula-
tion in December should be noted. It is probably due to the low dose
of the preceding treatment which was made about the third week in
November.

Regarding the costs, those of the first treatment were about £E.300,
i.e., approximately 0.2 piastre per capita (Port Said population is about
170,000). Further investigation is being carried out in the direction of
adjusting the doses and the intervals after which periodical treatment should
be repeated. It is hoped that the greatest reduction in the fly population at
minimum costs will be achieved.

SUMMARY
Various methods have been tried in

Egypt for estimating the density of housefly
populations. A modification of Scudder's
technique was evolved which consisted of
placing wooden grids in selected sites
where high concentrations of flies had
been observed, counting three times a
day the flies collected on these grids, and
averaging the counts to obtain an index.
The number of grid sites varied according
to the size of the village: 10-15 grids for
1,000 houses or less and 5 additional grids
for every 1,000 houses thereafter. It is
admitted that the index obtained from the
grid counts gives only a rough estimate of
the fluctuations of the fly population in
a particular area.

Other experiments were made with
tanglefoot paper-catches on which did
not furnish a true representation of the fly
population-and with bait-traps specially
designed to prevent accidental knocking-
down, removal of bait by cats and dogs,
or too rapid desiccation of the bait. The
main problem involved in the use of traps
was the selection of a bait with a uniform
attractiveness for flies.

The surveys made in various rural areas
between March and November 1949

RIESUME2
Diverses methodes ont ete essayees, en

Egypte, pour evaluer la densit6 des popu-
lations de mouches domestiques. Une
variante de la technique de Scudder a ete
elaboree, consistant a placer des claies de
bois dans des endroits sp6cialement
choisis oit des concentrations 6lev&es de
mouches ont ete observ&es, a compter
trois fois par jour les mouches recueillies
sur ces claies et a faire la moyenne des
chiffres obtenus pour en degager un indice.
Le nombre des emplacements oi e'taient
disposees ces claies variait selon l'impor-
tance du village: de 10 a 15 claies jusqu'a
1.000 maisons, et 5 claies suppl6mentaires
par millier de maisons en sus. On admet
que l'indice obtenu par cette methode ne
fournit qu'une 6valuation grossiere des
fluctuations du nombre des mouches dans
un secteur d6termine.

I1 a et6 proc6de a d'autres experiences
avec un papier gluant special (a tanglefoot-
paper *)- les prises operees par ce moyen
n'ont pas permis d'obtenir une repr6sen-
tation exacte de la densite des mouches ,
ainsi qu'avec des pieges a appat speciale-
ment congus de maniere a 6viter leur ren-
versement accidentel, l'enlevement de
l'appat par des chats ou des chiens et une
dessiccation trop rapide de l'appat. Le
principal probleme pose par l'utilisation
de pieges est constitue par le choix d'un
appAt ayant un attrait uniforme pour les
mouches.

Les enquetes effectuees dans diverses
r6gions rurales entre mars et novembre
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revealed a marked increase in the outdoor
fly-population in April, a steady decline
from the end of May to August, and an
increase again during the autumn months.
Indoor counts, however, showed a slightly
different trend, the density continuing to
rise until June and remaining higher than
the corresponding outdoor counts through-
out the summer. The summer decline-
which is supposed to affect immature
insects more than adults-may be attri-
buted partly to the heat and to a reduction
in manure heaps-particularly favourable
breeding places for flies-owing to their use
on summer crops. It was observed that
between July and September the propor-
tion of all types of breeding media found
positive for flies was much lower than
in June.

In urban districts, where suitable
breeding media such as garbage are always
available, and in areas near the sea, the
density of the fly population was only
slightly reduced during the summer.

Control of flies is extremely difficult in
Egypt owing to poor sanitary conditions
which provide favourable breeding-places.
Control by chemicals therefore seems the
only measure possible at present. DDT,
chlordane, and BHC (benzene hexa-
chloride), the last in the form of gam-
mexane dusts have been tried. Spraying
of walls with DDT emulsions (a 7.5%
emulsion applied at a rate of 3 g per
square metre, or a 5% emulsion at a rate
of 2 g per square metre) at two experi-
mental centres gave unsatisfactory results,
which may be attributed to the presence
of DDT-resistant strains, to the great
density of flies, and to possible particular
habits of the species of fly involved.
Treatment with chlordane (4% solution
in kerosene) was equally ineffective. Two
experiments with gammexane (a 6% BHC
suspension in water applied to the houses
at a rate of 40 ml per square metre) in
an area with a moderate fly population
gave remarkable results: the fly density
dropped immediately and remained very

1949 ont revel6, hors des habitations,
une sensible augmentation du nombre des
mouches en avril, une diminution continue
de fin mai a aoftt, et un nouvel accroisse-
ment pendant les mois d'automne. Les
denombrements,effectues 'a l'interieur des
habitations ont accuse une tendance legere-
ment diff6rente, la densite continuant
d'augmenter jusqu'en juin et demeurant
pendant tout l'ete plus elevee qu'a l'exte-
rieur. Le flechissement constat6 pendant
l'et6 - qui, suppose-t-on, doit affecter
davantage les larves que les insectes adultes
- peut etre partiellement attribue 'a la
chaleur et a la diminution des tas de fumier
(gites particulierement favorables aux
mouches) en raison de l'utilisation de ce
fumier pour les recoltes d'et6. 11 a et6
observe que, entre juillet et septembre, la
proportion des gites virtuels de tous types
reconnus positifs pour les mouches a ete
tres inferieure 'a celle de juin.
Dans les districts urbains, oLu les gites

favorables, tels que les ordures, existent
toujours, ainsi que dans les regions proches
de la mer, la densit6 des mouches n'a
accuse qu'une faible diminution durant
l'et6.
La lutte contre les mouches presente

d'extremes difficult6s en Egypte, a cause
des conditions sanitaires mediocres qui
assurent la presence de nombreux gites
favorables. La lutte au moyen des pro-
duits chimiques semble donc constituer
la seule mesure actuellement possible. Le
DDT, le chlordane et le BHC (hexa-
chloro-benzene), ce dernier sous forme
de gammexane en poudre, ont et essayes.
Dans deux centres d'experimentation, le
traitement des murs au moyen d'6mulsions
de DDT (6mulsion L 7,5% appliquee La
raison de 3 g par metre carr6 ou emulsion
a 5% appliquee a raison de 2 g par
metre carre), a donne des resultats peu
satisfaisants, ce que l'on pourrait attribuer
a la presence de souches DDT-resistantes,
a la grande densit6 des mouches et, peut-
etre, L des habitudes particulieres de
l'espece de mouches dont il s'agissait. Le
traitement au chlordane (solution i 4%
dans le petrole lampant) a ete egalement
inefficace. Deux experiences tent6es avec le
gammexane (suspension a 6% de BHC
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low throughout the summer in one experi-
ment, and the usual autumn increase was
depressed in the other. These two experi-
ments, however, are not entirely conclusive.

Treatment with various insecticides of
potential breeding places, either alone or
in conjunction with house-spraying, has
also been undertaken in several places in
order to destroy immature insects, gravid
females, and newly emerging adults.
Gammexane dusts have given very good
results, a considerable reduction in the fly
population being observed after treatment,
which must be repeated periodically at
short intervals. Further investigations are
being carried out to determine the most
effective dosage and intervals between
treatment.

dans 1'eau, utilisee dans les maisons a
raison de 40 ml par metre carre), dans un
secteur oiu les mouches n'etaient pas exces-
sivement nombreuses, ont donne des
resultats remarquables: dans l'un des cas,
la densit6 des mouches a diminue imme-
diatement et est restee tres faible pendant
tout F'&e ; dans l'autre, I'augmentation
generalement constat&e en automne s'est
trouvee attenuee. II convient de souligner,
toutefois, que ces deux experiences ne sont
pas absolument concluantes.
On a 6galement entrepris, dans divers

endroits, le traitement des gites virtuels
au moyen de divers insecticides, pratique
soit isol6ment, soit en liaison avec des
pulv6risations dans les habitations, afin
de detruire les larves, les femelles pretes a
pondre et les insectes venant d'atteindre
1'etat adulte. Le gammexane en poudre
a donn6 de tres bons resultats, et une
r6duction considerable du nombre des
mouches a ete observee apres ce traite-
ment, qui doit etre repete periodiquement
a de courts intervalles. De nouvelles
recherches sont en cours afin de determiner
le dosage le plus efficace et les intervalles
a observer entre les traitements.
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